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The Woodward’s Project: From high above to down below

Brian Hutchinson  June 5, 2010 – 6:00 am

The Post’s Brian Hutchinson is embedded for a month in Vancouver’s notorious Downtown Eastside. The
Woodward’s Project is an online and print series that chronicles his experiences as part of a unique urban
experiment to bring together rich and poor in the most derelict, subsidized and politicized neighbourhood in
Canada.

Way up here, 420 feet above the daily skid-row assault, three elevators open to an access-controlled, adult-oriented dream park,
half indoors, half out. The perimeter is lined with 18 freshly planted trees; they surround a concrete expanse sprinkled with double-
width spooning recliners and other assorted of-the-moment patio accoutrements.

There’s a long, communal dining table, a stainless steel barbecue, a gurgling hot tub that’s shaped as a W. This is an alcohol-free
zone, officially, but regulars say on weekends, it’s borderline Bacchanalia.

The dominant feature is the panoramic view, 360-degrees and virtually unobstructed. Fought for and paid for, it is literally worth
millions. Tonight’s main event is a glorious West Coast sunset just tucking in behind English Bay.

Inside, a party of 12 sit in an upholstered square, laughing. At their good fortune, perhaps. Higher still, behind three giant walls of
glass, people are lifting weights, stretching, spinning, being fit.

Way up here, above Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, you might decide that the new Woodward’s development is nothing less than
spectacular; that despite the odds, the naysayers, the politics around it and the broken promises, it works. But there’s much more —
and, paradoxically, less — to this $400-million, mixed-use complex than its “Club W” roof deck.
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Success will be measured and defined both by the affluent on top, and those down below, those without access to 42nd storey
penthouse parties: A mentally ill man living in his new, 357-square-foot social housing unit; the woman pulling night shifts in the
ground level smoke shop; even the crack cocaine addict outside on the street.

All have an interest in this ambitious undertaking, and they have their own expectations. Woodward’s is a unique mix of public and
private housing — plus businesses, services, offices and a university campus — built on almost a full city block, in one of the most
derelict and crime-infested inner-city neighborhoods in Canada, if not North America. Decades in the making and opened in stages
over the last six months, it’s being watched closely by city planners and urban anthropologists everywhere.

If such an audacious experiment in downtown renewal can work here, could something similar be attempted in Toronto, Chicago,
Milan?

Is Woodward’s truly an “inclusive city” and open to all, as imagined by Vancouver-based architect Gregory Henriquez, its cerebral
mastermind? Is it just a monument to edgy marketing and real estate speculation? Does it add to local problems like displacement
of the poor and the addicted? Here’s the paradox, presented by the Woodward’s critics: New homes can cause homelessness. There
are others who say that gentrification is exactly what the area needs.

Mr. Henriquez shudders at that word. Gentrification is pejorative, he says. The Woodward’s that he conceived and saw built is
meant to “revitalize” and “regenerate,” not shun existing residents and businesses.

But rents are rising all around the Woodward’s block. Speculators and impresarios are buying hotels that have for decades housed
the poor. Most aren’t interested in the social housing game.

“They want the Yuppies, not the junkies,” says my acquaintance Richard, a Downtown Eastside veteran who this week accompanied
me on a back alley stroll. Richard doubts he’ll make friends with many people in the new Woodward’s crowd; he’s approachable,
but he figures they won’t be. He wonders if those who bet large on the development, the ones moving into the 521 new
condominiums, are really prepared for life around the skids. Do they know what they are getting themselves into?

I moved into Woodward’s to see for myself.

The National Post has rented for the month of June an unfurnished condominium in one of the development’s two private market
towers. The aim is to describe the impact Woodward’s is having on the Downtown Eastside and its residents, inside the huge
complex and in the rest of the neighbourhood.

RELATED

Read Brian Hutchinson's dispatches from the Downtown Eastside

Archive: Downtown Eastside slowly crawls toward gentrification

Archive: 270-square-foot 'micro-lofts' now available in Vancouver

Archive video: Eastside blues

In the Woodward’s Project, the month-long series will introduce the men and women who pushed for the development, those who
opposed it, and those who still refuse to endorse it. The political and commercial interests that converged and fought for
Woodward’s had to win approval and “protection” from local service providers and other vested interests before moving ahead.
We’ll describe these unlikely alliances, and explain why wholesale change and improvement in the Downtown Eastside remains
difficult, if not impossible. We’ll expose the corruption that has long festered inside some tax-funded agencies, those meant to serve
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the neighbourhood’s most afflicted but which have instead helped themselves.

“We have a mess,” Rich Coleman, the province’s housing minister said yesterday. He was referring to one of those tax-funded
housing agencies. A criminal investigation may be forthcoming, he added. We’ll have more about that in our series this month.

The Woodward’s Project will describe the good, the sad, and the ugly, inside the development and all around it. Like other new
residents, I’ll be learning on the fly.

—————–

“Dude, seriously, don’t be doing that. The guy who runs that place will come out and f—
you up. Seriously.”

I’ve spent plenty of time reporting from the Downtown Eastside. I know how to conduct
myself there, and when to mind my own business. Or so I thought. I should have known
that taking photos of certain doorways on East Hastings Street, a block from
Woodward’s, could be dangerous.

I was focused on shooting an especially curious storefront. The warning came from a
man washing a window next door; the look in his eyes said he wasn’t kidding.

“He’s got drugs deals going on inside,” said this guardian angel. “Everyone knows it,
even the cops.”

A woman walked past and overheard what was said. She nodded her head in agreement.
“Someone had his camera destroyed across the street yesterday,” she said. “A guy just
grabbed it and smashed it.” I thanked them both and moved on. A valuable lesson.

A friend overheard a realtor advising potential Woodward’s condo buyers: Don’t stray
onto Hastings Street. “You don’t need to be going down there,” the salesman said. He
meant those blocks east of Woodward’s, where the street action ramps up.

There is a reverse sentiment. Some longtime residents of the area are angry with
Woodward’s. They don’t believe that all are welcome inside a large public atrium and
retail centre in the complex, where Gregory Henriquez has installed a basketball court, and where the complex’s developer, an art
lover named Ian Gillespie, commissioned a gigantic photographic mural by local artist Stan Douglas, who is internationally
acclaimed. Mr. Douglas is no stranger to the neighbourhood; he keeps a studio here.

His atrium work is called “Abbott & Cordova, 7 August 1971.” It’s an interpretation of the 1971 Gastown Riot, part of neighbourhood
lore, and depicts rioters getting hauled away by police.

People can’t keep their eyes off the Douglas piece. It’s heavy with symbolism, and irony. I wonder if that’s intentional: The
Downtown Eastside poor are often chased from Vancouver shopping malls, by private security guards.

That’s not supposed to happen inside the atrium, underneath the Stan Douglas piece. A local housing and service provider has been
contracted to handle security at Woodward’s, and to patrol the place with something like sensitivity. But there are people on the
street who say they won’t press their luck.

“I won’t go into that building,” snapped an aboriginal woman I met this week. Angie Charleson has lived in the neighbourhood for
decades; she only recently left an abusive relationship and she’s weaning herself off of drugs. She boasts of being outspoken and
politically astute, but she repeats a familiar, faulty claim: The province and city of Vancouver reneged on the promise to deliver
social housing in the Woodward’s complex.

In fact, the development has 125 fully equipped apartments reserved for low-income singles, and 75 spacious units reserved for
families; 80% of the family apartments are rented at below-market rates. The subsidized apartments are one half what makes this
project unusual. Not that they exist; there are hundreds of new social housing residences in the area, and more are on the way. It’s
that these homes for the poor and the afflicted exist within a luxury development, in the worst part of town.

Stephanie Blais lives in the new 10-storey singles-housing component on the Woodward’s block, operated by the Portland Hotel
Society, a large neighbourhood non-profit agency that has powerful political connections. The society also runs Insite, the
neighbourhood’s controversial supervised injection site that’s two blocks down the street.

Ms. Blais has lived in PHS housing for over a decade. She has moved buildings a number of times; her lots improves each time.
She’s among the very fortunate. She doesn’t cause any trouble and the PHS returns the favour, offering her the best housing it has
to offer.

In the old days, when the society operated out of a dilapidated old hotel, residents battled with vermin, insects, and frequently with
each other. And they often died, usually from drug overdose.

Thousands of Downtown Eastside residents are still housed inside the old hotels, many of them privately held; owners charge
upwards of $500 a month for windowless rooms with no bathrooms and no kitchens. The B.C. government and the City of
Vancouver have bought more than a dozen of these so-called Single Room Occupancy buildings; they’re slowly being upgraded and
made safe, and then turned over to societies such as the PHS to operate.

This is an enormously expensive business. Last week, the B.C. government announced a $225 million plan to build 1,000 new units
of “permanent supporting housing units” in Vancouver. The figure includes a $20-million contribution from a private foundation,
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$5-million of which is from Vancouver business magnate and philanthropist Frank Giustra. But the total outlay doesn’t include
operating costs, which taxpayers will have to cover for years to come.

Crime continues to thrive in the Downtown Eastside, and developments like Woodward’s won’t change that. Drug pushers exploit
the mentally ill and the self-medicating. Drug addicts and recreational users create an even larger market. Theft, prostitution, and
disease inevitably follow. It’s a vicious circle. No one familiar with the neighbourhood can see an end to it.

The best and most cost-effective strategy, says Mr. Coleman, B.C.’s housing minister, is
to mitigate the risks for vulnerable people woman with health issues, people such as
Ms. Blais who might otherwise find herself on the streets.

“It’s calm here,” said Ms. Blais, when I dropped in for a visit this week. “I like it.”

What’s not to like? Her new Woodward’s apartment is the size of a small hotel room,
but it’s smartly arranged — architect Henriquez has previous experience designing
social housing projects — and the interior finish is solid. Space is used efficiently. A
Murphy bed folds up and down, and a small sofa sits across from it. Storage is
plentiful; there’s even a hook inside a shallow hallway closet on which to hang a
bicycle. Each of the 125 units has its own kitchen, with full-sized appliances and wood
cabinets that house two lazy Susans. Every apartment is wired for Internet and cable
TV. Monthly rent in the social housing units is $375, which includes utilities.

The large, north-facing windows at the end of Ms. Blais’ space boast ample mountain views. She can watch cruise ships dock at
Canada Place. Ms. Blais moved here in February. “My nicest home ever,” she says with a shy smile. Her cat prowls around, looking
a bit bored; in here, there are no mice to chase.

———————–

My own Woodward’s home is not dramatically different than the one Ms. Blais shares with her cat. At just 550 square feet, it’s one
of the smallest of the Woodward’s market condos. It’s spartan. I have a small bed, a folding table, a pair of folding chairs, and not
much else.

Perched on one of the two market towers higher floors, it looks clear across Vancouver’s Burrard Inlet to the North Shore, to Lion’s
Gate Bridge and to a portion Stanley Park. Looking west, I can see much of the city’s downtown core, and to the south, False Creek
and the city’s West Side.

The City of Vancouver removed for the Woodward’s project a building height restriction that in theory helped the neighbourhood
maintain an “historic” feel. The restriction had a downside; it discouraged new private development. Land and construction in
Vancouver is expensive. Developers in the city need to build up, with density, in order to recoup costs and to earn commensurate
profits.

The height restriction is a problem all over downtown Vancouver, says Mr. Henriquez. “Unless you can offer a potential buyer a
view, a residential product will make very little money. People in condominiums in downtown Vancouver want views.”

Woodward’s offered customers just that, but at prices without precedent for the area. “Be bold or move to suburbia,” went the
marketing slogan, pitched by legendary Vancouver salesman Bob Rennie, the city’s so-called Condo King.

A lot of us scoffed. Who in their right mind would pay a premium to live in the Downtown Eastside? But many people jumped.

When the Woodward’s project went to market in 2006, every condominium on offer was sold. In one day. Contracts ranged from
$1.1 million for a two-level, two bedroom plus den to $239,000 for a little place similar to the one I am now renting. Four years
later, that little place is no longer just a floor plan posted on a showroom wall. It’s real, and it goes for north of 400 grand.

Someone will come along and pay the hefty price, and take the leap of faith.
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On Monday, the Woodward’s Project examines the politics of housing in the Downtown Eastside.
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Henriquez.
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Lyle Stafford for National PostBob Allan is a longtime Downtown Eastside. The Woodward's development has made their fates
uncertain.
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